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Academy 

We discern a cylinder which looks like an organ pipe, 
It seems to be inside of a being called time 
The letter and numbers are moving around 
It’s rotating, equations are there 
 
What is the purpose of the being called time 
It’s tied to the ancient path 
 We are supposed to understand something about time 
Alignment is strong, timelines 
Time is sending out a vibration sound connected to every living thing 
Is it rotating so that when it hits the proper lineup it opens 
Time is a tool,  
Designed to make sure you are in the right position in Kairos, guide you through the river of the 
water of life 
Supposed to be time is a tool, we are not supposed to be a victim 
Time is an event, it’s not how we think of it 
Father is this time to help us to correctly align with the events we are to nail down? 
Our individual streams came together for this event. 
How do we interact with this being? 
Take, take time, what is the practical tool to use? 
Gal 4:4 but when the fullest of the time has come… Kronos 
Bring the right time into the defiled time we are living in 
“defiled time” how is time defiled? 
Redeem the time is strong 
It’s about obedience and disobedience how we have used time correctly 
Is it about the church, eklesia redeeming the time 
Brian – the way this is written out – verse kronos them redemption – is that when we switch to 
Kairos 
Is time connected to Delta? 
Something about changing of time and seasons – feels the draining of time – like a sieve 
It is exhausting, like the drain of time affects me physically.  What does that mean? 
It’s like a pooling again, we are losing time, we are going to miss the Kairos events. 
Lost time, when we had the earthquakes, Japan and Australia the earth actually moved on its 
axis and sped up 
Job 2:25 – I will restore to you the years the locusts have stolen 
We are supposed to be hitting points in our time 
Paul feeling the rulers and feeling healing  
Rulers make declarations and are declaring over time 
One ruler that holds healing, is the ruler waiting for us to correct time so healing can take 
place? 



Paul said to Brian there is like this flow of time, going into the realm, going into a black hole, 
depths.  Someone is diverting the flow of time, Brian said 38: Hez sickness and recovery, Time 
was redeemed after he repented.  The lord will do this thing – turn back 10 steps.  Is there a 
repentance or something we need to do of the Lord that has powered this diversion?  Paul said 
yes Brian 
 
Ruler has a message of declaration.  Lady shared her story – like a parable.  Ruler feels really 
good. 
 
Agreement on earth that needs to take place on earth there is a declaration that needs to be 
made. 
 
Simon – stolen time needs to be redeemed.  I declare my stolen is redeemed by the blood of 
Jesus Christ and I will function in correct time I will not be the victim of time but I will function 
under the Lord Jesus Christ, what locust has stolen will be returned restore the flow of time 
lord do not allow it to be diverted any more by the enemy and our own flesh 
 
Choking on Brant – we need to renounce and repent on behalf of our society, for agreeing to 
the roman time for roman gods of days of week, months and not adhering to the Jewish time 
which is your time, not adhering to the cycles of feast, cycles of the tribes, cycles of the Jewish 
months – that is what diverted time. 
 
The flow of time changed – healing of the flow and healing in the flow of time 
Healing has to happen at specific time 
The diversion was our agreement with the Romans – Constantine did that  
Is the flow of time going to this object the being is holding – Paul thinks it’s coming out of 
Are the rulers connected to it and declared to what it’s doing? 
There is healing, water is coming out of the cylinder, Rulers are lined up correctly 
Ruler he has healing, the healing is flowing from the ruler into the stream of time 
The flow of time is flowing, it is designed to bring each of us into Kairos time 
Does the being function to correct our journeys into Kairos time? 
This is Delta time.  Which is the correction or speed with which it changes.   
 
 
 
 
 
 


